ABSTRACT. This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an invariant subspace Jt of H2(T2) to be of the form qH2(T2) (q inner) in terms of double commutativity of the shifts. Recent results in [8] follow directly from our work. Relation to the work in [1] is also discussed.
In [5] , Rudin gave an example of a shift-invariant subspace of H2(T2) which is not of the form qH2(T2), where q is an inner function. In addition, [5] gives an example of an "outer function" / for which ^f, the smallest invariant subspace generated by / is not equal to H2(T2). Motivated from the prediction theory for random fields, Soltani [8] gave complicated necessary and sufficient conditions for an "outer function" in the sense of [5] to satisfy ./#/■ = H2(T2). Our purpose here is to use the Theorem of Halmos for two commuting isometries due to Slocinski [7] to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on the invariant subspace ^# of H2(T2) to be of the form qH2(T2) (q inner). As a consequence of this result we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on jfá¡ for an outer function /, to be H2(T2). We use results of [3] to relate our conditions to those in [8] . As a by-product of our main theorem we show that all invariant subspaces unitarily equivalent to qH2(T2) are exactly of the same form. The last result relates to some recent work of Agrawal, Clark, and Douglas [1] , where the problem of unitary equivalence of invariant subspaces of H2(Tn) was solved under some sufficient conditions. Their case does not include subspaces of the type considered here. We thank the referee and the editor for bringing the work in [1] to our attention. We begin with some notation.
Let Z be the set of integers. We denote by m,n etc. the elements of Z. Let U be the open unit disc and T the boundary of U in the complex plane C. Let Z2,C2,[/2 and T2 be the respective cartesian products and a2 the normalized Lebesgue measure on T2. For p > 0, we denote by Lp(T2,a2) the usual Lebesgue space of the equivalence class of p-integrable functions and HP(U2) ={/:/:
U2 -► C analytic and sup f |/r(t)|pda2 < oo
Here /r(t) = f(z) with z = rt. Let z = (zuz2) = (nei01,r2eie2) and t = (ei6l,ei02), then P(z,t) = Pri(0i -62). Pr2(6i -62) is called Poisson kernel with
Pr(Ô) = (l-ra)/(l-2r cos 6+r2). It is known that for / e Hr(U2),\imr^i fr(t) = /*(t) exists and is in Lp(T2, a2). For / e Lp(T2,a2), let fe(z) = ¡T2 P(z,t)f(t) da2, then fe e Hp(U2). In case p = 2, fe e H2(U2) if / e L2(T2,a2) and /(t) = Em=oE"=oamníi"Í2
and /e = Em=oE"=oamn^r^2. Conversely, every / e H2(U2) has this form and /*(t) = Em=o Yln=oamntiii2-For further information see [5] .
In order to characterize invariant subspaces of the form qH2 in terms of the section of the shifts on it, we note that subspaces of the form qH2 can be represented as oo oo
where M equals the span of q in H2(T2) and V¿ is the multiplication by tz on H2(T2) with t = (tut2) e T2. As Vi commutes with V2 (in short, Vi ~ V2), we get from (1) and Theorem 1 (i)=>(ii) of [7] that Vi and V2 are doubly commuting (i.e. Vi ~ V2, Vi ~ V2). In fact, we have 2.
THEOREM. An invariant subspace J? ^ {0} of H2(T2) is of the form q■ H2
with q inner function if and only ifVi and V2 are doubly commuting on ^#.
PROOF. Necessity was proved above. To prove the sufficiency we get, in view of
where Rf = JK Q VzJf'. From Theorem 1 (i)<t>(iv) and Corollary 1 of [7, p. 256] we get that Ri PI R2 = {0} implies JÍ = {0} giving contradiction. Hence
Ri C\R2 t¿ {0}. We shall now prove that Ri C\R2 is one-dimensional. The above argument shows that dimension of Ri n R2 is at least one. It remains to prove that it is not greater than one. Let qi,q2 e R^C\R2, then jT2 tmt2qiq2da2 = 0 for m,n > 0. As V2(R±) Ç (Ri) [7, Theorem 1 (iii)], we get ¡T2 t2lqxtmq2do-2 = 0 for all n > 0 and m > 0. Since tm = t~[m, by the symmetry of the problem, we get for (m,n) t¿ (0,0) /tmt2qiq2do2 -0. Since qiq2 e Ly(T2,o2) we get qiq2 = c a.e.
a2. Suppose now that qi,q2 e Rx n R2 qi ^ 0, q2 ^ 0 and qi J. q2. This implies that |<7i|2 = ci ^ 0 a.e. o2, l^l2 = c2 ^ 0 a.e. <72 but qîq2 -0. The last statement follows from the fact qi _L q2 and a.e. a2, qiq2 = c giving c = 0 (integrating with respect to a2). This is impossible. Hence Ri n /?2" is one dimensional. Also q generating Ri D /?2" 's an inner function. Assume \q\ = 1 a.e. choosing q of norm 1. Now (3) gives the result.
In a recent paper [1] , Agrawal, Clark and Douglas study the question of unitary equivalence of invariant subspaces of H2 of polydiscs. Under the assumption of full range of an invariant subspace ^# (for definition see [1, (2) , p. 5]), they show that all invariant subspaces JV of H2 unitarily equivalent to ^# are of the form ipj( (tp an inner function). Unfortunately, subspaces of the form qH2 do not have full range [1, Remark 3, p. 6] unless q is constant. We use our result to study all invariant subspaces unitarily equivalent to qH2. We consider the case of subspaces of//2(T2).
If ^# is an invariant subspace unitarily equivalent to qH2 for some inner function, then in view of Theorem 2, we get Vi and V2 are doubly commuting on ^#. Hence J! = q'H2 for some inner function q' by Theorem 2 with \q'(t)\ = 1 a.e. a2. We thus have the following. 4 . THEOREM. (a) The class of all invariant subspaces of the form qH2, q inner function with \q(t)\ = 1 a.e. a2 are unitarily equivalent.
(b) Any invariant subspace ^# of H2(T2) unitarily equivalent to JV = qH2 of the above form is of the same form.
REMARK. Note that in (b) J? = q'¡qjV. Comparing this with Lemma 1 of [1] we get that the function tp = q' /q with q' and q relatively prime in the sense of [1, p. 4].
In [6] , Rudin gives an example of the subspace "# = q'/qyf with q', q inner but not relatively prime. We should also note that there exists subspaces of the form qH2 which do not satisfy analytic condition used in §3 of [1] .
The example of Rudin [5] mentioned in the introduction shows that there exists / e H2 such that jtf = sp{VrtV3nf; m, n > 0}
is not of the form qH2. The following Corollary gives conditions on Jff for this to hold.
5. COROLLARY. J¡f¡ = qH2(T2) if and only ifVi andV2 are doubly commuting on Â?j.
Following Helson [2] , we say that a function g is //-outer if J?g = H2(T2). 6 . COROLLARY. A function f eH2(T2) has the property f = q-g with q inner and g H-outer if and only ifVi and V2 doubly commute on yfá¡.
PROOF. By Corollary 5, only if part follows as J£¡ -qH2(T2). To prove the converse, we note that by Corollary 5, -#/ = qH2(T2) given / = q ■ g, g e H2(T2). Hence J?j = q ■ J£g giving g is //-outer.
In [5, p. 73 ], a function / e H2(U2) is called outer (we call it R-outer) if log|/(z)| = /T2 P(z,i) log |/*| dt72. Given a function / e H2(T2), we denote by fe e H2(U2) the function given by fT2 P(z,t)f(t)da2.
In this case we note that (Ie)* = /• R is already known [5, Theorem 4.4.6] that / is //-outer then fe is R-outer. From this we get in view of Corollary 5 the following.
7. COROLLARY. Let g be H-outer then ge is R-outer and Vi and V2 doubly commute on Jtg.
We now prove the converse of Corollary 7. Assume now that Vi,V2 doubly commute on J£f and fe is .R-outer then by Corollaries 6 and 7, the definition of fe,ge and the fact that \q\ = lwe get fe = pge with |p| = 1. Thus we get that the slice function /¿(A) = Ptu(A)<?£,(A). Using Lemma 4.4.4(a) of [5] and the uniqueness of outer function [2, p. 13] we get pw(X) = 1 for all w and A giving p = 1 i.e., / = g. . Now using essentially classical techniques [4, 3] one can derive associated results in prediction theory given in [8] .
